Looking for an honours or masters topic? Interested in research on drug or alcohol issues?

At the information evening, 2011 postgrad students can meet and talk with prospective co-supervisors in an informal and relaxed atmosphere about opportunities for research projects. PhD students and selected NDRI project leaders will give brief snapshots of the work NDRI does and discuss specific areas where there may be opportunities for co-supervision of PhD, Honours or Masters projects. Students will remain enrolled in their existing schools. Opportunities for part-time and voluntary research work will also be discussed over a light supper.

Students and supervisors from all Perth universities are invited. It is also an opportunity for students with an interest in alcohol and other drug issues studying at other universities to meet their peers and network. NDRI may also competitive bursaries to support student research.

To find out more about NDRI go to ndri.curtin.edu.au or to RSVP email ndri@curtin.edu.au or call (08) 9266 1600.

GETTING TO NDRI

NDRI is located at Curtin’s Health Research Campus, at 10 Selby Street Shenton Park. To get to the Information Evening, turn off Selby St into Ellis Griffiths Avenue and follow the signs to the Health Research Campus. The NDRI seminar room is on level 2. Student, Staff and visitor parking is available. NDRI is also 5 minutes walk from the Shenton Park railway station, and on the ‘circle route’ bus service.